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&lt;p&gt;Kickoff is set for 10 a.m. ET at Lusail Stadium in Doha, Qatar. Caesars

 Sportsbook lists Argentina as the +160 favorites on the 90-minute money line (r) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 660 Td (iskR$100 to winR$160) in its latest Argentina vs. France odds. France are +185 u

nderdogs, a draw is +205 and the over/under for total goals is set at 2.5. Argen

tina are -125 to lift the trophy with France listed at +100. Before locking in a

ny France vs. Argentina picks, you need to see the World Cup predictions and bet

ting advice from SportsLine&#39;s proven soccer model.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;The SportsLine soccer simulation model evaluates a team&#39;s offensive

 and defensive capabilities based on the game situation. Then, it assigns a grad

e using an expected payout-to-probability ratio. The model was accurate on 56% o

f all picks during the Champions League group stage and returned more thanR$1,00

0 toR$100 bettors on its A+ picks. It also enters the World Cup semifinals on a 

33-15-4 run on spread picks, returning more thanR$1,400 forR$100 bettors. Anyone

 who has followed it has seen huge returns.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Now the model has dialed in on France vs. Argentina and just revealed i

ts 2024 World Cup picks and predictions. You can head to SportsLine now to see a

ll of the model&#39;s soccer picks. Here are the World Cup 2024 odds and trends 

for Argentina vs. France:&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;France vs. Argentina spread: Argentina -0.5 (+165)&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;France vs. Argentina over/under: 2.5 goals (Over +135, Under -175)&lt;/

p&gt;
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